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Over ten years ago it was shown that glasses with high index of refraction and some with low
dispersion could be produced from a number of pure refractory oxides including the lanthanides
by containerless processing. By containerless processing it is possible to minimize surface
heterogeneous nucleation and produce larger glass samples of the materials than by other
methods. The use of proposed high temperature containerless processing facilities in space will
permit the fabrication of benchmark samples of new unique glass compositions for optical
property determination as well as for glass formation.

It has been shown that glasses with high refractive indices and large Abbe numbers can be
formulated using this technology. These glasses lie in the classical "forbidden" region of the
glass map. Preliminary study of the impact of having such unusual glasses available for the lens
designer has been made. Results indicate that significant improvements can be realized over the
use of only conventional glasses. A cursory survey of a number of nationally recognized lens
designers indicated a general agreement that such glasses would be highly desired and could be
expected to lead to completely new designs as well as simplifying existing designs.
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The art of optical lenssystemdesignis very old. Overa hundredyearsago flint glasses(lead-
alkali-silicates)were discoveredto correct the color aberrationof the crown glasses (soda-
lime-silicates) making the first achromatic color corrected multi-element lens systems
possible. Overthe followingyearsdemandsfor betterquality lensesled to a multitudeof glass
compositionswith unique combinationsof index of refractionand dispersion(inverseof the
Abbe number)that havemadepossiblethe increasingcomplicatedopticalsystems.

The performanceof optical lensesis highlydependentuponthe specific selectionof glasses
incorporatedinto the designand the propertiesof theseglasses. Overthe years,lensdesigners
have observedthat the imagequality of most lens configurationssignificantlybenefitfrom the
use of glasseswith high refractiveindex. The difficultyexperiencedby designersis that the
dispersion(variationof refractiveindexwith wavelength)of such glassesrapidly increasesas
the refractiveindex increases. Althoughcolor correctionof lenses is accomplishedby using
combinationglasses having both low and high dispersive characteristics,the difference in
refractive index at the referencewavelengthoften cannot be very great without adversely
impactingthe potentialstate of correctionof the optical aberrations. In order to exploit the
anticipated advantages of using high refractive index glasses, il appears to be generally
necessaryfor high refractive index, low dispersionglassesto be available. The technically
refractionplotted vs. Abbe number. New compositionswith propertiesup and to the left with
high indexof refractionand low dispersionarehighlydesirable. Moreover,for goodcorrection
of secondary chromatic aberration, it is often necessary to have glasses available with
anomalousdispersion(non-normalpartial dispersion).

Overa decadeagoRalphHappeof RockwellInternationaladvancedthe scienceof opticalglasses
by demonstratingthat by containerlessprocessing,small samplesof refractoryreluctantglass
formerscould be producedfroma largenumberof nontraditionalglass formers. Theseglasses
with high index of refraction and low dispersioncould be producedfrom a number of pure
refractoryoxides (includingthe lanthandes)and from eutecticsformedfrom two or moreof the
oxides. This was done by laser spin meltingappropriatecompositionsof the oxides which
solidifiedin the short freefall time as amorphoussmallspheresof glass. The small sizeof the
sampleslimits the determinationof the indexof refractionof the materialto sufficientaccuracy
to determinereliabledispersionvalues but a few compositions,however,were found to have
both high indexof refractionand low dispersionresidingthe currentlyforbiddenbut desirable
regionof the opticalpropertydiagram. Basedon the expectedvaluesfor indexof refractionand
dispersionit wasproposedthat newglassesfrom regions1,2 and 3 couldbe mixedto produce
virtually any intermediateproperty between the three new property regions. Containerless
processingmakesit possibleto minimizesurfaceheterogeneousnucleationand producelarger
glass samplesof the materialsthanby othermethods. The useof proposedhigh temperature
containerlessprocessingfacilities in spacewill permit the fabricationof benchmarksamplesof
new uniqueglass compositionsfor opticalpropertydeterminationas well as for glass formation
studies.

First resultsfrom a preliminarystudyof the impactof havingsuchglassesavailablehas been
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madethroughthe study of several simple and common lens configurations. The result of the
computer modeling of these lenses showed impressive enhancement of the optical performance.
For example, a Tessar lens was first optimized using four conventional glasses and then
redesigned by substituting two "new" glasses in the design. Transverse ray aberrations on-axis
and at three off-axis field angles for both the conventional design and the "new" design. The
improvement in image quality is evident. Further study of the use of "new" glasses in lens
design is being directed towards the determination of specifications of specific optical
properties for these glasses that can serve as engineering goals for the materials scientist. A
cursory survey of a number of nationally recognized lens designers indicated a general
agreement that such glasses would be highly desirable and could be expected to lead to completely
new designs as well as simplify existing designs.

Production of these new reluctant refractory glasses could be made possible utilizing
containerless processing to prevent the contamination of th high temperature melt but more
importantly by the suppression of heterogeneous surface nucleation of crystallization during
cooling. If heterogeneous nucleation could be minimized, homogeneous nucleation would not
occur till much lower temperatures where the systems would be much less susceptible to
crystallization due to the increased viscosity of the melt. Critical cooling rates to form glass
could be much smaller than with samples cooled in a mold in contact with a container wall.
Glasses that are virtually impossible to form in the confined conditions (in Ig of Earth) could be
possible to form under containerless conditions (low g of space).

A high temperature containerless processing furnace is necessary in order to investigate these
new types of optical glasses. One of the authors (EE) has investigated terrestrial containerless
processing methods for the past 13 years. Each method has limitations that restrict the size or
type of samples that can be processed. None of the methods has proven useful for containerless
processing samples large enough to make the necessary optical property measurements to
sufficient accuracy.

Due to the upper temperature limits of existing low gravity containerless processing facilities
(1475°C in Single Axis Acoustic Levitator SAAL). The Gallia Calcia system was selected as a low
melting (1323°C) model of these refractory reluctant glass formers. It has optical properties
within the known region of the diagram but is a "low temperature model" for the new glass
systems. It is a reluctant glass former that is without the traditional glass formers. Gallia-
Calcia may have unique partial dispersion characteristics. From the limited optical property
measurements of this material there is an indication that there may be analmous dispersion in
this new glass system which implies more fundamental differences in the partial dispersion of
this glass compared with the closest commercial glass. Virtually all glasses from the traditional
glass formers are concave up. With Gallia-Calcia the curve is concave down. The new families
of noncross bred glasses offer possibilities for unique partial dispersion characteristics which
could correct the secondary spectrum.

Of the several hundred compositions of potential refractory reluctant glass formers that have
been investigated to date very few compositions can be processed in the existing SAAL. Using one
potential system as an example, the niobium calcium titanate ternary has a reasonably large
glass formation region through the diagram as determined by laser spin melted samples. Only
two small regions are molten below 1500°C.

The high temperature requirement for containerless processing is further increased due to the
fact that the melts of these materials must be superheated in order to achieve optimal
undercooling conditions. It is expected that the melt should be heated at least 200°C above the
thermodynamic melting point to minimize nucleation upon cooling. Obviously the superheat
required in order to optimize undercooling would have to be determined for each system.
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High temperaturecontainerlessprocessingof non-electrical-conductingmelts is requiredfor
furtherdevelopmentof uniqueopticalglasses. Sampleson theorderof 5 mm to 1 cm in sizeare
requiredfor opticalpropertymeasurements.Coolingratesneedto beveryfast in order to avoid
nucleationand crystallization.Few(if any) meaningfulexperimentscan be donewith a furnace
capability below 1500°C. Temperaturecapabilitiesto 2000°Cis a minimumrequirementfor
such a furnace with 2200°Cbeing a goal. If the productionof theseglassescan be proven
possible,a revolutionin opticalglassescouldresult in completelynewoptical lens systems.
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